Giving you the facts that count...
26 June

Google is set to face a record antitrust fine from the European Union
on Tuesday for promoting its own shopping search service over those
of smaller rivals, according to two people familiar with the probe that
has dramatically sped up in recent days.
Bitcoin declined as much as 17 percent, while smaller competitor ether
continued to slide after experiencing a “flash crash” last week, raising
concern about mainstream acceptance of the digital currencies.
The Republican chairman of the Senate Foreign Relations Committee
said he’ll block U.S. arms sales to Saudi Arabia, Qatar and their
neighbors in the Gulf Cooperation Council to prod them toward
ending a standoff among critical American allies in the region.
U.S. President Donald Trump warned Indian Prime Minister Narendra
Modi his country must do more to reduce obstacles to U.S. exports
even as he offered thanks for recent purchases of American-made
equipment.

27 June

U.K. Prime Minister Theresa May will face the first key test of her new
minority government’s power as Labour leader Jeremy Corbyn
challenges Tory lawmakers on austerity.
Deutsche Bank AG, the German lender seeking to overhaul how it
manages risks, made a bet on U.S. inflation that puts the firm on course
to lose as much as $60 million, people familiar with the matter said.
The Dutch state will sell an additional 7 percent of ABN Amro Group
NV, a stake worth about 1.5 billion euros ($1.7 billion) at current prices,
taking advantage of steady demand for European bank stocks as it
progresses toward full privatization.
Australia’s central bank could increase interest rates eight times in the
next two years, former board member John Edwards said.

28 June
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FedEx Corp. said the worldwide operations and communications
systems of its TNT Express unit in Europe have been “significantly”
affected by a cyberattack, causing delays in deliveries.
Malaysian assets are back in favor as investors focus on encouraging
signs of an economic turnaround instead of a scandal that has
touched the top of government and as far as Hollywood.

29 June

The U.K. must comply with hundreds of European Union regulations
and European Court of Justice rulings even after its withdrawal from
the bloc or face penalties, according to a series of negotiating
documents under discussion by the EU’s 27 remaining member states.
President Donald Trump and Russian President Vladimir Putin will hold
their first meeting as heads of state during the Group of 20 summit next
week in Hamburg.
Persian Gulf carriers Emirates and Etihad Airways PJSC said they’re
hopeful that tighter airport security requirements announced by the
Trump administration will pave the way for the lifting of a ban on the
use of laptops on flights from Mideast hubs to the U.S.
Speculators looking to profit from the hawkish shift among global
central banks have a fresh target: the Australian dollar.

30 June

Chancellor of the Exchequer Philip Hammond will press British
companies to try harder to seize opportunities from Brexit, promising in
return that the government will heed their concerns over the split with
the U.K.’s biggest trading partner.
The interior ministers of France, Germany and Italy, as well as the
European Union commissioner in charge of migration, will meet for
dinner in Paris on Sunday after Italy said it could no longer cope alone
with arrivals from across the Mediterranean.

The U.K. must speedily conclude an agreement to protect European
Union nationals working in the country, according to the Recruitment
and Employment Confederation.

President Donald Trump ratcheted up his feud with the media on
Sunday when he posted a video on Twitter depicting himself bodyslamming and choking a person whose head had been digitally
replaced by the logo of news network CNN.

The Trump administration will put its new travel restrictions on refugees
and migrants from six countries into effect at 8 p.m. eastern time on
Thursday, according to a person familiar with the matter.

Singapore home prices fell in the quarter ended June, extending the
drop in property values to a record 15th quarter as most measures to
cool the market remain in place despite a slight easing in March.
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